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JB: It's amazing to hear real life community level experiences. I love visiting Cecel Sharp House in 
Lndon and seeing how the garden is getting on. 

JB: Thank you all. 

CD: wood chips 

vm: @Bastiaan, yes, I am in too. We have to progress together on this topic ! motivating ! 

HD: As this is a theme session with multiple speakers, if you ask questions in the Q&A please ensure 
you specify which speaker your question is for. 

CP: I attended the accedited foregest garden course at ELL.it was great! 

BH: Whatsapp Watering group! What an innovative collaborative solution 

DL: Fantastic work in London with Permablitz - training course and David Holmgren's book 
retrosuburbia stidy day. Thanks! 

Ss: Anothet great day Thank you!!! 

RA: Thanks everybody - I've got to go out now - hope to see people again tomorrow! 

ES: Head over to the Walnut Bar via the programme tab to join the casual networking session 

BR: Perhaps adding to Paul, next to distributing food to local restaurants directly,some chefs see the 
added value of harvesting themselves, so they get the full experience of the site and the species, 
which helps them tell a better story to their clients and 

BR: Exactly Martin! So let's setup a joint research project in multiple cities/soils, so we have a larger 
sample size and can learn from eachother! 

BR: This is an interesting paper on the topic, and as far as I know the status quo of current 
knowledge: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1618866719301335 

BR: @Jennifer, yes if you dont want to take risks of course its better to select a site without 
contamination (we also do this in general). However, considering restricted access to land in cities in 
the first place,t and the abundance of underutilised contam 

BR: @Paule, thanks, nice one! 

PM: So inspiring to hear about your real life experiences. Thank you for this enriching and refreshing 
panel! 

PM: @Bastiaan that's a great idea. We need that. 

PM: I find this article about contamination in deciduous tree fruit orchards: 
https://www.actahort.org/books/564/564_2.htm 

PM: Paper about contamination in deciduous tree fruit orchards: 
https://www.actahort.org/books/564/564_2.htm 

JD: For more on advances in mycoremediation... Peter McCoy, Radical Mycology 

 


